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I. Summary 

a. Program Name and Overall Goals/Objectives of Program 

The Public Education’s Teacher Leader Academy 

• Cultivate and amplify good-to-great teacher leadership capacity in Nevada 
• Enable teacher leaders to analyze and solve problems by building relationships within 

and across the system in order to be effective change agents 
• Aid retention of highly effective educators while expanding effective models of school 

improvement 
• Support a strong Academy alumni network whereby participants remain connected 

horizontally to a larger professional community of like-minded teacher leaders and 
vertically to other school-based and district-based leaders 

• Connect Teacher Leader Academy alumni to national education reform experts, ideas 
and resources 

b. Abstract and Results Overview 

The Teacher Leader Academy is modeled after The Public Education Foundation’s Executive 
Leadership Academy model. However, the Teacher Leader Academy has a distinct focus—to 
create a network of teachers who can rethink the teaching profession in a way that creates 
transformational change. The Teacher Leader Academy network represents excellence within 
and beyond the classroom. Participants develop a holistic skill set including strategic problem-
solving, advocacy, and understanding of education policy, utilization of technology and data, 
and collaboration with community stakeholders. 

In 2018-19, 62 teachers in Cohort 4 completed the Teacher Leader Academy experience. All 
participants participated in the following components: 

• Nine monthly course modules which included two days (8 hours) of face-to-face dialogue 
and instruction led by an expert faculty member 

• Nine community leader sessions (1 hour/session) in which Academy participants met 
with community leaders ranging from state senators to local advocacy/policy experts 

• Monthly sessions in which participants identified and developed site-based problems of 
practice, resulting in the completion of a group Capstone Project (16 projects total for 
Cohort 4). Projects will be shared publicly and sent to CCSD leadership for review. 

Results: 

• 88% of participants reported an increase in their knowledge capital as a result of their 
participation in the Teacher Leader Academy 
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• 74% of participants reported an immediate change in practice as a result of their 
participation in the Teacher Leader Academy 

Knowledge capital includes personal assets such as skills and knowledge, social capital in 
terms of relationships and connections, as well as tangible capital in the form of resources 
and intangible assets such as reputation of a network or status of the profession. 

Changes in practice come from leveraging knowledge capital and applying it to a specific 
situation. Adapting and applying knowledge capital in different contexts can lead to changes 
or innovations in actions, practice, tools, approaches, or organizational systems. 

Growing cohorts of invested teacher leaders across Clark County and Nevada is crucial to 
improving the trajectory of student achievement. The Public Education Foundation’s Teacher 
Leader Academy now has over 230 teacher leader graduates to strengthen the collective impact 
of the profession. 

The Leadership Institute of Nevada teacher leader alumni continues to grow and the following 
events occurred during the 2018-2019 school year: 

• Zappos & Vegas Golden Knights Leadership Forum 
• Legislative Bill Tracking Training 
• Problem & Practice Collaboration 
• SB133 Legislative Letter Support 

Photo A Photo B 

Photo A: Teacher leaders work with Matt Candler from 4.0 Schools on testing ideas on a small scale. 
Photo B: Teacher leaders engage in conversation about parent involvement. 

c. Next Steps 
The Public Education Foundation has secured funding for FY 20 to grow Cohort 5 through 2020. 
With the secured funding, the Teacher Leader Academy will focus on the following areas: 

• Continue to evaluate impact of course content and adjust instructors/course focus 
accordingly 

• Produce, publish and share capstone projects with school and system leaders 
• Facilitate bi-monthly Teacher Leader Academy Alumni with Executive Leadership 

Academy Alumni professional development opportunities to support collaboration 
between teacher leaders and administrators 
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• Highlight and publicize work of Teacher Leader Academy Alumni in their schools at the 
local and national level 

• Collect cohort retention and impact data and share with stakeholders 
• Partner with Opportunity 180 to provide experiential visits to schools outside of Clark 

County and the state 

Photo C Photo D 

Photo C: Teacher Leader Academy Cohort 4A 
Photo D: Teacher Leader Academy Cohort 4B 

II. Grant Funded Activities 
a. Name of Activity and Overview 

Growing cohorts of invested teacher leaders across Clark County and Nevada is crucial 

to improving the trajectory of student achievement. The Public Education Foundation’s Teacher 

Leader Academy builds each cohort of participants from a pool of highly effective teachers 

nominated for the Academy by his/her school leader. School leaders provide a completed 

Leadership Behavior Grid, rating nominees in 10 areas of skills/qualities including Results 

Orientation, Influence and Collaboration, Change Leadership and Respect for Others. 

Nominees also complete an application, and their responses to selected questions are scored 

with a rubric. The Academy is committed to including teachers with diverse backgrounds and 

areas of teaching expertise/experience. 

The Academy brings to Nevada a roster of faculty that includes renowned scholars and 

leading practitioners from across the country. Participants are able to practice teacher leader 

skills and competencies focused around leadership, engagement, influence/advocacy and 
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problem-solving as they work closely with Academy faculty and interact with their peers. Each of 

the nine monthly course sessions, facilitated by different national guest instructors, runs 10 

hours. 

The Teacher Leader Academy also incorporates local or state leaders in each course 

session. These leaders come from the corporate, business or public policy sectors. This 

component of the program exposes teacher leaders to Nevadans making a difference in the 

community who share a passion for education. It gives participants an opportunity to grow their 

network and engage with stakeholders beyond their schools and school community. 

The program culminates with a capstone project where participants work collaboratively 

to identify and design solutions to a challenge faced in their educational contexts. 

b. Participant Information 
• 57 CCSD K-12 teacher leaders (representing 42 different schools) participated in the 

Teacher Leader Academy in 2018-19 
• 25 participants worked in elementary schools, 13 in middle schools and 13 in high 

schools 
• 3 teacher leaders worked in central office positions in Human Resources or School 

Improvement 

See additional details regarding participants in the following chart. 
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Public Education Foundation 
Leadership Institute of Nevada 

THch-, LHd., Acad• mv 

Cohort Numb, r School 
El,mentary 

Cumulative 
Yur 

Participa nt 
of Schools Based 

Middle 
Gender 

TLA CCSO Licencsed 
Alumni 

Total Part icipants 
Representation 

Represented Participants 
Hi1h School Ethnicit1' Ethnicity 

Network 
Special Ed , 

0.0% Asian Am 4.0% Asian Am 

16.1% Hispanic 10% Hispanic 

Cohort 1 
13ES 

9.7% African Am. 7% African Am. 
2015-2016 69% f ema le 54.8% Caucasian 73% Caucasian 

Clark County 27 32 9MS 
31%Male 3.2%Paclficlslander !%Pacific Islander 

32 

32 Paniclpants 
10HS 

12.8%Multiracial 3%Muttiraclal 

0.0% Native American 1% N111ive American 

3.2%0ther 3%0ther 

1.6%AslanAm 4%AslanAm 

30ES 
9.5% Hispanic 10% Hispanic 

Cohort 2 
12MS 

6.3% African Am. 7% African Am. 

2016-2017 
Clark County so 64 20HS 

83%Fem11 le 76.2%C11ucasian 72% Caucasian 
96 

1 Other 
17%Male 1.6%Paclfic Islander 1% Pacific Islander 

64 Participants 4.8%Mu1tlracial 3%Mu1tiracial 
1 Special Ed 

0.0% Native American 1% Native American 
0.0%0ther 2%0ther 

3.0% Asian Am 4%AslanAm 
9.1% Hispanic 10% Hispanic 

Cohort3 
37ES 

7.6% African Am. 7% African Am. 

2017-2018 81%fema le 71.2% Caucasian 72% Caucasian 
Clark County 42 64 13MS 

19%Male 0.0%Paclficlslander 1% Pacific Islander 
163 

67 Participants 
14 HS 

9.1%Multiracial 3%Multiracial 
0.0% Native American 1% Native American 

0.0%0ther 2%0ther 

3.5% Asian Am 4% AsianAm 

2SES 
1.8% Hispanic 10% Hispanic 

Cohort4 
13MS 

8.8% African Am. 7% African Am. 
2018-2019 

Clark County 42 54 13 HS 
75% f ema le 78.9% Caucasian 72% Caucasian 

220 
25%Male O.O'¼Paclfic Islander 1% Pacific Islander 

57 Participants 
3Special Ed 

5.3% Multiracial 3%Multlraclal 
1.8% Native American 1% N111ive American 

0.0%0ther 2%0ther 
Curr•nr as of: 10-14-101~ 

c. Area(s) of Effectiveness Measured 
When exploring areas of effectiveness to assess it is first important to identify the levers that 
directly impact those elements. The most important aspect of improving student achievement is 
the teacher in the classroom. To improve student achievement, it is important that a school 
consist of persistent, high quality teachers. 

The urgency and importance of the Teacher Leader Academy is driven by both the teacher 
shortage crisis experienced by the Clark County School District and the extremely high teacher 
turnover rates that exist in Nevada. 
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Turnover Varies Widely by State 

Based on the most recent national data available, 
t eacher turnover rates in NV a re at almost 20% 

■ Retirement Leavers Preretirement Leavers ■ Movers 

Note: States with fewer than 25 teachers surveyed were excluded (DC, HI, and WY) . Three small New England states with 
similar data patterns were combined (NH, RI, VT) . 

Source: Learning Policy Institute analysis of National Center for Education Statistics Schools and Staffing Survey, 2011-12 and 
Teacher Follow-up Survey, 2012-13. 
Chart source: carver-Thomas, D. & Darling-Hammond, L. (2017). Teacher turnover: Why it matters and what we can do about it. Palo Alto, CA : Learnine: Policy Insti tute. Figure 1. 

One of the stated goals of the Teacher Leader Academy is to “aid retention of highly effective 
educators while expanding effective models of school improvement”. Figure 1 charts the most 
recent national data available regarding teacher turnover rates, and illustrates the dire situation 
in Nevada where teacher turnover rates at schools run on average at 20%. 

There are far reaching implications to not only teacher turnover rates but also to the teacher 
shortage crisis. At the time of this writing, in October 2019, there are over 750 licensed staff 
vacancies in the Clark County School District. 

As illustrated in figures 2, based on the most recent national figures, Nevada has significantly 
more teachers per student now than just a decade ago and an even larger gap currently exists 
between Nevada and the national average. 

Figure 3 illustrates the number of teachers that would need to be hired for Nevada to meet the 
student teacher ratios illustrated in figure 2. To meet the national ratio of 15 students per 
teacher, Nevada would need to hire an additional 7,669 teachers. This does not include taking 
into consideration any future retirements or teacher attrition for any other reason. 
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Students per Teacher 
Higher counts represent less support for students. 

These counts do not represent class sizes. Class sizes are higher than students per teacher counts. 

Nevada - 2017 

Nevada - 2007 

National Average 

2017 

National Best 

2017 

Nevada - 2017 

Nevada - 2007 

National Average 
2017 

National Best 
2017 

10.8 

18.3 

15.l 

20 

Source: Common Core of Data - State Nonfiscal Public Elementary/Secondary Education Survey Data. 

Teachers Needed in Nevada 
The teacher counts below indicate the number of teachers needed to be hired in Nevada 

to meet the historic and national students per teacher ratios. 

20,161 

Source: Common Core of Data - State Nonfiscal Public Elementary/Secondary Education Survey Data. 

Figure 2. 

Figure 3. 

High ratios of students per teacher then results in higher numbers of long-term substitute 
teachers. High numbers of long-term subs in a school are strongly associated with negative 
student outcomes. An analysis of data from the Nevada Report Card website revealed that 
students who attend schools with higher numbers of long-term subs significantly underperform 
students who attend schools with less long-term subs. This holds true for achievement in both 
math and reading. 

The chart in figure 4 illustrates these findings. For this chart, each elementary school was 
designated in one of the three following categories: 

1. Low Long-Term Subs 
2. Mid Long-Term Subs 
3. High Long-Term Subs 
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SBAC Performance and Teacher Access 
CCSD Elemtary Schools 2018-2019 

Grade 3 

Amount of Long Term Subs: • Low • Mid • High 

Grade 4 Grade 5 

Source: Nev11d11ReportC11rd.com 
Schools bucketed by nurrber of students per long term sub. Each e11 tegory cont11i'ls npproxiMl ely 113 1;11 CCSO elementary schools 

Each category contains approximately one third of CCSD elementary schools, and each school 
is placed in a category based on the number of students enrolled per long-term sub at the 
school. 

The Smarter Balanced Assessment Consortium (SBAC) assessment is a vertically aligned 
assessment given to students annually in grades 3 through 8 in both mathematics and reading. 
Depicted in the chart in figure 3 is the average SBAC proficiency rate in math across each grade 
level for the schools in each of the long-term sub categories. 

What we see is that students in schools with more long-term subs significantly underperform 
students in schools with less long-term subs. We see this same trend depicted in figure 5, which 
illustrates the proficiency rates in reading. 

Figure 4. 
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SBAC Performance and Teacher Access 
CCSD Elemtary Schools 2018-2019 

Grade 3 

Amount of Long Term Subs: • Low • Mid • High 

Grade 4 Grade 5 

Source: NevadaRe?QrtCardcom 
Schools bucketed by number o f students per long term sub. Each category con tains epproximately 1/3 of CCSD elementary schools 

Figure 5. 

The measures of this report aim to demonstrate that the Teacher Leader Academy: 

• Retains high quality teachers. 
• Supports teachers in schools of the greatest need. 
• Is associated with improved student achievement. 
• Is associated with improved teacher evaluations. 
• Enhances leadership qualities of participants. 
• Is valued and appreciated by participants. 

The following section will review the remaining measures. 

d. Effectiveness Measure for Each Area, Including Rationale for Chosen 
Measure 

It is the intent of the Teacher Leader Academy to cultivate and amplify good-to-great teacher 
leadership capacity in Nevada. There is no greater need for this than in high poverty, high ELL 
schools. 

The chart in figure 6 demonstrates that the Teacher Leader Academy serves teachers in 
schools that have significantly higher free or reduced-price lunch eligible (FRL) rates than the 
state average and slightly higher rates of English language learners (ELL). 
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IEP Rate 

ELL Rate 

FRL Rate 

0.()% 10.0% 

Grade 3 

Grade 4 

Grade 5 

Grade 6 

Grade 7 

Grade 8 

0 .0% 10.0% 

Student Demographics 2018-2019 
TLA Schools vs . Nevada 

20.0% 

■ TLA Schools ■ State 

30.0% 

Schools ofTeacher Leader Academy (TLA) pa rticipants serve 
slightly higher rates of ELL students a nd significantly higher 
rates FRL students compared to Nevada averages. 

40.0% 50.0% 60.0% 

SOurce NevaClaReportCat<I com 

SBAC Reading Proficiency Rates 2018-2019 
TLA Schools vs . Nevada 

20.0% 30.0% 

■ TLA Schools ■ State 

40.0% 

44.6% 

45.8% 

53.2% 

49.9% 

48.5% 

47.5% 

50.0% 

Students at schools ofTLA 
participants significantly 

outperformed the state in SBAC 
reading in 3rd, 4th, 5th, and 7th grades. 

60.0% 

SOurce Nevae1aReportCarc:1 com 
Stalistical significance measured using an exact blnomlal 1es1 With slgniflcance level ol .05 . 

Figure 6. 

We now examine the outcomes of those schools who employ teachers who participated in the 
Teacher Leader Academy. Even though the Teacher Leader Academy served teachers in 
schools with higher rates of FRL and ELL students, figures 7 and 8 show that TLA participant 
schools significantly outperformed the state in 7 of the 12 assessed grades and subjects. 

Figure 7. 
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rade 3 

Grade 4 

Grade 5 

Grade 6 

Grade 7 

Grade 8 

0.0% 10.0% 

SBAC Math Proficiency Rates 2018-2019 
TLA Schools vs. Nevada 

20.0% 

■ TLA Schools ■ State 

31 .8% 

32.4% 

29.5% 

30.3% 

30.0% 40.0% 

Students at schools of TLA 
participants significant ly 

outperformed the state in SBAC 
math in 3"', 4th, and 5th grades. 

50.0% 60.0% 

source Ne\ladaReportCard com 
Statistical significance measured using an exacl binomial test with significance level of .05 . 

Figure 8. 

Another important measure of student learning is academic growth. The Nevada Growth Model 
assigns each student with at least two consecutive years of SBAC testing with a student growth 
percentile. 

A student growth percentile measures how a student performed on the SBAC exam compared 
to their academic peers. An academic peer is a student with the same scoring history on the 
state exam. A student’s growth percentile indicates how a student’s growth on the SBAC 
compared to students with the same historical. In other words, a student with a growth 
percentile of 60 performed better than 60% of students with the same scoring history. 

The student growth percentile considers where students started and when aggregated at the 
school level helps differentiate where students are growing the fastest. This measure is critical 
in evaluating student performance associated with TLA participating schools because by 
considering where a student starts the measure provides a better “apples to apples” comparison 
across schools. 

As shown in figure 9, 62% of TLA participating schools have a reading median growth percentile 
at, or above, the state median of 50. No TLA participating school had “low growth” which the 
state defines as a median growth percentile below 35. 

This data tells us that on average, students at schools with teachers who participated in the 
Teacher Leader Academy grew more than their academic peers across the state. 
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Watson ES 
Thompson ES 
Bailey ES 
McOoniel ES 
NaleMack ES 
Wallin ES 
Squires ES 
Mendoza ES 
Mackey ES 
Frias ES 
Johnston MS 
Faiss MS 
Webb MS 
Mannion MS 
Rowe ES 
Goynes ES 
Bozarth ES 
Robison MS 
Jerome Mack MS 
Tate ES 
Knudson MS 
Staton ES 
Conners ES 
Carson ES 
Stanford ES 
Rogers ES 
Gibson MS 
Keller MS 
Walker ES 

Rowe ES 
McDaniel ES 
Frias ES 
Webb MS 
Johnston MS 
Conners ES 
NateMack ES 
Watson ES 
Thompson ES 
Mendoza ES 
Gibson MS 
wamn ES 
Rogers ES 
Mannion MS 

0 

Tate ES 
Goynes ES 
Faiss MS 
Stanford ES 
Robison MS 
Squires ES 
Mackey ES 
Jerome Mack MS 
Bozarth ES 
Carson ES 
Bailey ES 
Knudson MS 
Staton ES 
Walker ES 
Keller MS 

School Reading Median Growth Percentile SBAC 2018-2019 
TLA Elementary and Middle Schools 

49.5 

49 
48.5 

47 

47 

46.5 

45 

43 
43 

39 
38.5 

20 40 
Reading Median Growth Percentile 

63 
63 

61 

" .. 
57 

56 
56 
56 

55.5 

54 

54 

53 
53 

52.5 
52 

52 

51 

18 of 29, or 62%, TLA participant 
schools had a reading median 

growth percentil e at or above the 
state med ian of 50. 

60 

source. NevaaaReponcara com 
Based on all schOols that reported Clara. 

School Math Median Growth Percentile SBAC 2018-2019 
TLA Elementary and Middle Schools 

50 
50 
50 

48.5 
48 

47 

47 

47 
47 

44.5 
44.5 

44 
40 

38.5 
38.5 

20 40 
Math Median Growth Percentile 

64 
63.5 

59 
57 

57 

57 

55.5 
54 
54 
54 ., 

51 
51 
51 

17 of 29, or 59%, TLA participant 
schools had a math media n growth 

percentile at, or above, the state 
median of 50. 

60 

Source NevadaReportCard com 
Basea on all scl'IOols mat reponed da1a. 

Figure 9. 

Similarly, figure 10 shows that 59% of TLA participant schools had a math median growth 
percentile at, or above, the state median of 50. 

Like reading, this data shows that on average, students at schools with teacher who participated 
in the Teacher Leader Academy grew more than their academic peers across the state. 

Figure 10. 
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tics 

English 

0.0% 

Average 11th Grade ACT Proficiency Rates 2018-2019 
TLA Schools vs . Nevada 

■ State ■ TLA Schools 

10.0% 20.0% 30.0% 

48.8% 

46.7% 

40.0% 50.0% 

Source: NevadaReportCard.com 
Statistieal significance measured using an exact binomial test with signifleance level or .05 

High schools with Teacher Leader Academy participants are also associated with significantly 
higher academic achievement. In high school, Nevada administers the ACT to all 11th grade 
students. Nevada reports proficiency rates for ACT in both math and English. 

These results, shown in figure 11, represent the results across TLA participating high schools, 
which tested over 4,000 students. Students at TLA participating high schools had higher 
proficiency rates on the ACT in both mathematics and English compared to their peers across 
the state of Nevada. 

Figure 11. 

Another aim of the Teacher Leader Academy is to aid the retention of highly effective teachers. 
Teacher quality in Nevada is measure by the Nevada Educator Performance Framework 
(NEPF). Not only does the Teacher Leader Academy aim to retain highly effective teachers, but 
they also strive to expand their capacity. To explore the effectiveness of TLA participating 
teachers we now review their NEPF results. 

The NEPF Teacher and Administrator protocols put out by the Nevada Department of Education 
outlines the following goals of the NEPF system: 

Goal 1: Foster student learning and growth. 
Goal 2: Improve educators’ effective instructional practices. 
Goal 3: Inform human capital decisions based on a professional growth system. 
Goal 4: Engage stakeholders in the continuous improvement and monitoring of a 

professional growth system. 

Additionally, the protocols document identifies the following purposes of the NEPF: 

● Establish criteria to determine whether educators are: 
o Using data to inform decision making (goals 1, 2, & 4) 
o Helping students meet achievement targets and performance expectations (goals 

1 & 4) 
o Effectively engaging families (goals 1 & 2) 
o Collaborating effectively (goals 1, 2, & 3) 
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1 

Standard 2 

Standard 3 

Standard 4 

Student Learning Goal 

NEPF Ratings on Teachers Professional Responsibilities Standards 
Year over Year Results for TLA Participants 

■ 2019 ■ 2018 

3.28 

3.25 

3.73 

3.54 

3.42 

3.37 

TLA participants 
improved their NEPF 

ratings across a ll 
sta ndards with significant 

improvement in 
sta ndards 1 and 4. 

Results based on TLA partkpant teachefS wtio reported NEPF ratings. 
StatiStieal Signifieance determined by one-tailed I-test rill a stgnigieance leVel of .05. 

It is believed that the NEPF provides the most uniform, reliable, and valid data that can assess 
the Teacher Leader Academy outcomes pertaining to teacher leader practices. Those 
standards, which best align with the intended outcomes of the Teacher Leader Academy are the 
following Professional Responsibilities Standards: 

● Standard 1: Commitment to the School Community 
● Standard 2: Reflection on Professional Practice and Growth 
● Standard 3: Professional Obligations 
● Standard 4: Family Engagement 

Figure 12 displays the year over year NEPF scores for TLA participating teachers in the 
aforementioned standards along with their score on the performance of their student learning 
goals. TLA teachers saw an improvement in their NEPF rating across all standards and the 
improvement was statistically significant for both standards 1 and 4. 

Figure 12. 

Changes in administrative practices of TLA participants are measured by a pre/post survey 
administered to participants to assess their perceptions of leadership. The survey consisted of 
scaled items measuring constructs including: 

• Team Leadership 
• Influence and Collaboration 
• Strategic Orientation 
• Change Leadership 
• Information Seeking 
• Developing Others 

The survey was adapted from a leadership behavior rubric developed by the University of 
Stanford Graduate School of Business. 
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best describes your current engagement with leadership 
responsibilities (e.g. grade level/ department meetings)? 

I recruit others into duties and roles based 
on insights into their individual abilities and talents 
and I recognize when others exceed expectations 

I engage in problems that arise in grade leveVdepartment 
meetings and resolve issues through collaboration . 

I participate in and solicit ideas and perspectives 
from others in grade level/department meetings 

I provide feedback to grade level/department 
meetings and agendas -l"m not currently engaged with kmdership responsibilities -

00% 

The red lines indicates the pre-survey response rates. The bars and labels indicate the post-survey response rates. 

23.3% 

16.7% 

10.0% 200% 300% 
Response Rate 

400% 

46.7% 

A/\atysisln'il.~lolhe JOpartdpantswhoresc>0ooedtolhe QUestionin bolhlhepre- 1ndpost-5urvey. 

Each leadership question was followed by a continuum of five possible responses that could be 
considered as part of a Likert scale from 1 to 5, where 5 would demonstrate the highest strength 
of leadership qualities. 

Figures 13 through 18 display each leadership question and the response rates for each of the 
possible answers. In the displays, the possible responses for each question are listed in 
descending order of the strength of leadership they represent. In other words, the higher the 
response in the display the stronger the leadership quality that response represents. 

For example, figure 13 contains the analysis for the question regarding team leadership. The 
response with the strongest leadership qualities is, “I recruit others into duties and roles based 
on insights into their individual abilities and talents and I recognize when others exceed 
expectations.” 

The response representing the weakest leadership quality is, “I’m not currently engaged with 
leadership responsibilities.” The bars and labels in the display represent the response rate in the 
post-survey that was administered at the conclusion of the Teacher Leader Academy. The red 
line in the display represents response rate in the pre-survey administered prior to the Teacher 
Leader Academy. 

Again, looking at figure 13, the response rate in the post-survey for, “I recruit others into duties 
and roles based on insights into their individual abilities and talents and I recognize when others 
exceed expectations”, was 23.3%. While the response rate for that answer in the pre-survey 
was at 10% in the pre-survey. 

Converting the possible responses to a Likert scale of 1-5, the responses to the team leadership 
question saw an improvement on the leadership quality of TLA participants on this construct 
from an average of 3.53 on the pre-survey to an average of 3.73 on the post-survey. 

Figure 13. Team Leadership 
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I bring people together to build enduring partnerships within and outside 
of school to improve effectiveness, even at short term personal costs 

I actively engage others to generate support 
for ideas and initiatives 

I actively engage others in problem sotving 

I actively bring others together from different 
areas to share ideas and best practices 

I accept input from others. 

I have implemented and supported a successful strategy 

0.0% 

that challenges/improves other parts of the school and/or teachers 

I have developed insights or recommendations 
that have shaped grade leveVdepartment strategy. 

I have developed insights or recommendations 
that have improved practice . 

I think about opportunities for improvement 
within my area of responsibility. 

I focus on the immediate issues of the cu rrent day's work. 

0.0% 

What best describes your current engagement 
with collaboration? 

The red lines indicates the pre-survey response rates . The bars and labels indicate the post-survey response rates. 

13.8% 

17.2% 

10.0% 20.0% 

31 .0% 

27.6% 

30.0% 
Response Rate 

40.0% 50.0% 

Ana)yslslirnledtothe29114rtic:1)1mtswhorespondedtothequestioninboththepre- an.dpost...survey. 

What best describes your engagement with 
the overall school strategy? 

The red lines indicates the pre-survey response rates _ The bars and labels indicate the post-survey response rates 

13.3% 

10.0% 20.0% 

26.7% 

33.3% 

26.7% 

30.0% 
Response Rate 

40.0% 50.0% 

Ana!yslslirmedtothe30 participantswhorespor.dedtothequestioninboththepre- ar.dpost-survey. 

Figure 14. Influence and Collaboration 

Figure 15. Strategic Orientation 
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What best describes your engagement 
with change leadership? 

The red lines indicates the pre-survey response rates. The bars and labels indicate the post-survey response rates. 

I build coalitions of support from individuals across the ■ 3 33l, 
school and work to create champions who will mobilize others to change • r 
I promote positive change and mobilize 
others to change behavior 

I work to define positive direction for change 
and work to persuade others to support it. 

I identify what needs to change with the status quo. 

I accept the status quo and focus 
on my area of responsibility. 

• 1 -
30.0% 

53.3% 

0.0% 100% 20.0% 30.0% 
Response Rate 

40.0% 500% 

I involve others who would not normally be involved ■ 3 33°/c 
including experts or outside organizations. · 0 

I investigate problems by going directly 
to the source of information 

I do research by making a systematic effort over 
a limited period to obta in needed data or feedback 

I ask questions about the problem to those 
individuals immediately available. 

I ask a series of probing questions to get 
at the root of a situation or a problem 

0.0% 

Anat)'sis lmiled to the 30 partic.,ants who responded to the question in bolt! the pre- and posl-5urvey 

What best describes your current situation about 
how you get information regarding problems? 

The red lines indicates the pre-survey response rates . The bars and labels indicate the post-survey response rates. 

23.3% 

20.0% 

16.7% 

10.0% 20.0% 30.0% 
Response Rate 

36.7% 

40.0% 50.0% 

Allat)'sisliffedto lheJOparticipantswhorespondedtolhequestiDninbolhlhepre- andpost.s11rvey. 

Figure 16. Change Leadership 

Figure 17. Information Seeking 
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give others specific feedback and identify new growth 
opportunities in addition to supporting their efforts to change. 

I give others specific positive and negative behavioral 
feedback and provide them support for their development 

I give others specific positive and negative 
behavioral feedback to support their development. 

I support the development of others 

What best describes your current efforts 
towards developing talent? 

The red lines indicates the pre-survey response rates. The bars and labels indicate the post-survey response rates 

13.3% 

33.3% 

23.3% 

20.0% 

I focus on my own abilities and areas of improvement. -0.0% 10.0% 20.0% 30.0% 
Response Rate 

40.0% 50.0% 

Analysis Mliled to the 30 pa~nts who responded to the question i'I l>olll the pre- and po$l:-$urvey 

I 

Figure 18. Developing Others 

An analysis was conducted on the leadership self-assessment survey by converting all 
responses to a Likert scale of 1-5. A paired t-test was conducted to compare the pre- vs. post-
assessment responses of the TLA participants. Although the changes were not statistically 
significant, positive changes in perceptions in leadership characteristics were reported in 4 of 
the 6 assessed constructs. 

Finally, to assess the support and assistance of teachers provided by the Teacher Leader 
Academy surveys were sent to participants at the end of each course to gather their perceptions 
asking: 

• How relevant was the course to you as a teacher leader? 
• How likely are you to implement something from this course to improve your practice? 
• How much impact do you think this course will have on your work as a teacher leader? 
• Was this course a good use of your time? 
• Did this course meet its stated objectives? 

Figures 19 through 22 show the responses to the questions that were common across courses, 
while figures 23 through 38 illustrate participant perceptions of the courses meeting their stated 
objectives. 
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Teachers Driving Change 

The Cage-Busting Teacher 

Engaging Communities 

Policy and Teachers 

Collective Leadership 

Teachers as Innovators 

Negotiating in Schools 

Lead ing Great Instruction 

Teaching and Leading 

Teachers Driving Change 

The Cage-Busting Teacher 

Engaging Communities 

Policy and Teachers 

Collective Leadership 

Teachers as Innovators 

Negotiating in Schools 

Leading Great Instruction 

Teaching and Leading 

60.0% 

Overall, how relevant was this session to you as a teacher leader? 
■ Not Very Relevant at all ■ Somewhat Relevant ■ Very Relevant ■ Extremely Relevant 

35.0% 

50% 0% 50% 100% 
Response Rate 

ResponseCounts: Course 1 •60; Course2••S; Coursel•30: Course4•2S; Course5•22: Course6•21: Course7•21>: Course8• 19 

How likely are you to implement something from this course 
to improve and/or support your practice? 
■ Not Likely at all ■ Somewhat Likely ■ Very Likely ■ Extremely Likely 

50% 0% 50% 
Response Rate 

95.0% 

89.5% 

100% 

RespooseCounts: Course 1 • 60; Course2 • 45; Course3 • 30; Course •• 2S; Course5 • 22; Course6 • 21; Course7 • 21l ; Course8 • 19 

Figure 19. 

Figure 20. 

Overwhelmingly, participants felt the program was relevant to their work and they would be 
likely to implement something from the program to improve and/or support their practice. 
Participants felt those courses that focused more on the classroom and school, “Teachers 
Driving Change” and “Teaching and Leading” were the ones most relevant to them with over 
91% indicating the courses were very or extremely relevant. 

Similarly, over 89% of participants indicated it was very likely or extremely likely they would 
implement something from those courses to improve and/or support their practice. While, 
participants were slightly less enthusiastic regarding courses that focused more on aspects 
external to the classroom and school, such as “Engaging Communities”. 
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Teachers DrMng Change 

The Cage-Busting Teacher 53.3% 

Engaging Communities 

Policy and Teachers 

Collective Leadership 

Teachers as Innovators 

Negotiating in Schools 

l eading Great Instruction 

Teach ing and Leading 

50% 

Overall, how much impact do you think this course 
will have on your work as a teacher leader? 

■ Little to no impact ■ Some Impact ■ Substantial Impact ■ Tremendous Impact 

0% 50% 
Response Rate 

81.0% 

78.9% 

84.2% 

100% 

Response Counts: Course 1 •60: Course2• ,s: CourseJ • 30: Course4•25: Course5•22: Course6•21; Course 7 • 20; Course8 • 19 

Overall, did you feel this course was a good use of your time? 
■ Not a good use of time ■ Had its moments, good use of time ■ Interesting & very good use of time ■ Extremely valuable & great use of time 

Teachers Driving Change 

The Cage-Busting Teacher 

Engaging Communities 

Policy and Teachers 

Collective Leadership 

Teachers as Innovators 

Negotiating in Schools 

Leading Great Instruction 

Teaching and Leading 

66.7% 

40.0% 

50% 

18.2% 

14.3% 

15.8% 

0% 50% 100% 
Response Rate 

ResponseCounts: Course 1 • SS; Course2•45; Course3•30: Course4•2S; Course5•22: Course6 • 21; Course7•20: Course8• 19 

Figure 21. 

Figure 22. 

Figure 22 shows that participants of the Teacher Leader Academy felt the courses were 
extremely valuable and a great use of time with at least 64% and up to 96% indicating the 
courses were a very good use of time or a great use of time. 

Like the prior questions, respondents viewed those courses that focused on aspects internal to 
the school most favorably with over 94% indicating the courses were a very good or great use of 
their time. Classes that focused on aspects external to the classroom were viewed less 
favorably. 
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Course: Teachers Driving Change 
How well did this course demonstrate strategies to influence colleagues and administrators? 

Somewhat well 11 . 7% 

Not well at all 0.0% 

0.0% 20.0% 40.0% 60.0% 
Response Rate 

Re.sponseCount:60 

Course: Teachers Driving Change 
How well did this course demonstrate strategies to stretch the use of community impact? 

Extremely well 

Very wen 48.3% 

Somewhat well 

Not wen at all 0.0% 

0.0% 20.0% 40.0% 60.0% 
Response Rate 

Responsecoont:60 

Figure 23. 

Figure 24. 

Participants felt the courses were a great use of time and they indicated they were likely to 
implement strategies from the courses into their practice. Now we explore if participants 
believed the courses met the stated objectives of the courses. 

Figure 23 indicates that over 98% of respondents said that course 1, “Teachers Driving 
Change”, did very well or extremely well at demonstrating strategies to influence colleagues and 
administrators. In addition, over 80% of respondents felt the same way about the course’s ability 
to demonstrate strategies to stretch the use of community impact. 

One participant commented, “I learned skills that helped me as soon as I got back to school.” 
While another said, “So far, this is the best course I have attended as a CCSD employee. I feel 
honored to attend these sessions.” 
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Course: The Cage-Busting Teacher 
How well did this course demonstrate strategies to create schools where teachers can do their best work? 

Extremely well 

Very well 

Somewhat well 42.2% 

Not well at all 

0.0% 20.0% 40.0% 60.0% 
Response Rate 

Response Count: •s 

Course: The Cage-Busting Teacher 
How well did this course demonstrate strategies to negotiate within school systems? 

Extremely well 

Very well 

Somewhat well 37.8% 

Not well at all 

0.0% 20.0% 40.0% 60.0% 
Response Rate 

ResponseCount-45 

Figure 25. 

Figure 26. 

Course 2, “The Cage-Busting Teacher”, was also perceived to meet its stated objectives of 
demonstrating strategies to create schools where teachers can do their best work as well as 
strategies to negotiate within school systems. 

One respondent commented: 

“My overall impression was one of changing the way we think and identifying what might 
be excuses or false boundaries that impede the changes we would like to see.” 

While another commented: 

“I am enriched by the interaction with the other teachers from around the district and by 
the ideas and the sense that I can do more than I have been.” 
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Extremely well 

Very well 

Somewhat well 

Not well at an 

00% 

Extremely well 

Very well 

Somewhat well 

Not well at all 

0.0% 

Course: Engaging Communities 
How well did this course demonstrate strategies to utilize parents as partners? 

40.0% 

200% 400% 600% 
Response Rate 

Response CountJO 

Course: Engaging Communities 
How well did this course demonstrate strategies to work with non-profits and other stakeholders 

to build bridges to the classroom? 

43.3% 

200% 400% 60.0% 
Response Rate 

ResponseCount: 30 

Figure 27. 

Figure 28. 

Although less enthusiastic about courses that focused on elements external to the classroom, 
most participants felt “Engaging Communities”, did somewhat well, very well or extremely well at 
demonstrating its stated. 

One participant commented, “I know the importance of parent engagement and will work on 
making it more of a focus at my school site.” 
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Course: Policy and Teachers 
How well did this course demonstrate strategies to influence policy? 

Extremely well 

Very well 44 .0% 

Somewhat well 

Not well at all 

0.0% 20.0% 40.0% 60.0% 
Response Rate 

ResponseCount:25 

Course: Policy and Teachers 
How well did this course improve your understanding of policy context and policy makers? 

Extremely well 

Very well 48.0% 

Somewhat well 

Not well at all 

0_0% 200% 40.0% 60.0% 
Response Rate 

Response Count25 

Figure 29. 

Figure 30. 

Despite respondents indicating that course 4, “Policy and Teachers”, was slightly less relevant 
to their work as a teacher leader, they decidedly felt that the program did very well or extremely 
well at meeting its stated objectives with over 68% of respondents feeling that way. 

Although this course focused on aspects, outside of what teacher typically focus on day to day, 
one respondent commented, “I had always wanted to know why things happened in the District 
and this helped”. 
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Course: Collective Leadership 
How well did this course demonstrate strategies to conduct crucial conversations? 

Extremely well 50.0% 

Very well 

Somewhat well 

Not well at all 0.0% 

0.0% 20.0% 40.0% 60.0% 
Response Rate 

ResponseCount:22 

Course: Collective Leadership 
How well did this course demonstrate strategites to create spaces for discussoin on practice and policy? 

Extremely well 40.9% 

Very wen 

Somewhat well 

Not well at all 0.0% 

00% 200% 400% 600% 
Response Rate 

Response Count:22 

Figure 31. 

Figure 32. 

Like the sessions that preceded, “Collective Leadership”, was perceived to do very well or 
extremely well at meeting its stated objectives by a large majority of respondents, over 72%. 

Participants spoke highly of the engagement activities that were associated with this course. 
One participant shared, “I felt that the activities we did together were great for developing the 
culture at a school and getting the staff to build relationships with each other.” 

Another participant stated, “We need to know ourselves as people as much as we need to know 
who we are as teachers.” 

Participants seemed to appreciate the self-reflection this course generated through the 
discussion and activities. 
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Course: Teachers as Innovators 
How well did this course demonstrate strategies to improve your problem solving abilities? 

Extremely well 

Very well 47.6% 

Somewhat well 

Not well at all 0.0% 

0.0% 20.0% 40.0% 60.0% 
Response Rate 

ResponseCount:21 

Course: Teachers as Innovators 
How well did this course demonstrate strategies for you to think big and test small? 

Extremely well 47.6% 

Very well 

Somewhat well 

Not well at all 0.0% 

0.0% 20.0% 40.0% 60.0% 
Response Rate 

ResponseCount:21 

Figure 33. 

Figure 34. 

Over 80% of TLA participants felt “Teachers as Innovators”, did very well or extremely well at 
demonstrating strategies to reframe issues as problem-solving questions and improving 
participants’ understanding of interest-based negotiations. 

Like some of the other courses, participants indicated this course exposed them to some very 
new ways of thinking about issues. One participant remarked: 

“The sequence of activities, quality of conversation and task practice has certainly aided 
in my ability to scale up and down innovation.” 
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Course: Negotiating in Schools 
How well did this course demonstrate why it is important to learn to negotiate? 

Extremely wen 

Very well 40 .0% 

Somewhat well 

Not well at all 

0.0% 20.0% 40.0% 60.0% 
Response Rate 

ResponseCOunt:20 

Course: Negotiating in Schools 
How well did this course improve your understanding of negotiation strategies and tactics? 

Extremely well 40.0% 

Very well 

Somewhat well 

Not well at all 

0.0% 20.0% 40.0% 60.0% 
Response Rate 

RuponseCount:20 

Figure 35. 

Figure 36. 

Approximately 75% of participants felt the course, “Negotiating in Schools”, did very well or 
extremely well at demonstrating why it is important to negotiate and improving their 
understanding of negotiation strategies and tactics. 

A perspective that was expressed by one participant was that should be acknowledges was: 

“This course helped me appreciate that understanding and communicating interests, 
listening and compromise are all helpful in goal setting.” 
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Course: Leading Great Instruction 
How well did this course demonstrate strategies to utilize data to improve learning for students? 

Extremely well 52 .6% 

Very well 

Somewhat well 

Not well at all 0.0% 

0.0% 20.0% 40.0% 60.0% 
Response Rate 

RuponseCount 19 

Course: Leading Great Instruction 
How well did this course demonstrate strategies to improve the quality of PD, PLCs and meetings? 

Extremely well 47.4% 

Very well 

Somewhat wel 

Not well at all 

0.0% 20.0% 40.0% 60.0% 
Response Rate 

RespomseCount 19 

Figure 37. 

Figure 38. 

“Leading Great Instruction”, was one of the most popular courses offered in the program. 
Participants overwhelmingly felt the course accomplished its stated objectives and felt confident 
the course was an excellent use of their time and they would implement strategies from the 
course in their work as a teacher leader. 

Participants remarked: 

“It helped to give me more motivation, so I am not afraid to fail. To try and be better.” 

“Great activities for using with staff. Very excited to continue reading the Data Wise 
book!” 

From the perceptions of participants “Leading Great Instruction” combined relevance to their 
work with new strategies making the course, as one participant said, “Her session was very 
valuable and applicable to those of us in the classroom”. 
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Course: Teaching and Leading 
How well did this course demonstrate strategies to earn administrator support? 

Extremetywell 47.4% 

Very well 

Somewhat well 

Not well at all 0.0% 

00% 200% 400% 600% 
Response Rate 

ResponseCount:19 

Course: Teaching and Leading 
How well did this course demonstrate strategies to be a change agent without alienating your peers? 

Extremely well 36.8% 

Very wen 36.8% 

Somewhat well 

Not well at all 0.0% 

00% 200% 400% 600% 
Response Rate 

RespooseCOunt19 

Figure 39. 

Figure 40. 

“Teaching and Leading”, was another program favorite of participating teachers. Participants 
overwhelmingly felt the course accomplished its stated objectives and felt confident the course 
was a great use of their time. 

One participant reflected: 

“I like how we spent time thinking about our philosophy and sharing it with our peers. 
This was an engaging activity for a reflection on our journey”. 
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In conclusion, it has been established that the Teacher Leader Academy is focused on a clear 
and urgent need of cultivating and retaining teachers in some of the most at risk schools in 
CCSD.  Despite the elevated rates of FRL and ELL students, the TLA participant schools are 
associated with: 

• Higher proficiency rates on the SBAC. 
• Higher growth on the SBAC. 
• Higher average composite ACT scores. 

Teachers who complete the Teacher Leader Academy are more likely to continue to teach Clark 
County schools compared to their peers. Given the current teacher shortage crisis in CCSD and 
high teacher turnover rates in Nevada, these results are both remarkable and desperately 
needed. 

Teachers who completed the program also saw changes in their instructional and administrative 
practices that resulted in: 

• Significant improvement on Nevada Educator Performance Framework (NEPF) ratings. 
• Improvement in leadership qualities such as: 

o Team Leadership 
o Influence and Collaboration 
o Strategic Orientation 
o Change Leadership 
o Information Seeking 
o Developing Others 

Finally, participants indicated that the program assisted them by providing courses that they felt 
were relevant and actionable. Overall, the effectiveness measures utilized to evaluate the 
Teacher Leader Academy provide evidence the program is successful at: 

• Improving the achievement of students. 
• Assisting and supporting teachers. 
• Changing leadership practices. 
• Improving the retention of highly effective teachers. 

Teachers who complete the Teacher Leader Academy are more likely to continue to teach Clark 
County schools compared to their peers. Given the current teacher shortage crisis in CCSD and 
high teacher turnover rates in Nevada, these results are both remarkable and desperately 
needed. 

Students who attend schools where Teacher Leader Academy participants teach are more likely 
to demonstrate more academic growth than their academic peers and attend schools with 
improving climate and culture. 
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e. Implications for Future Implementation 
We will continue to grow cohorts of teacher leaders with future Academies and will support the 
Alumni base of Academy graduates with networking opportunities and resources within and 
beyond schools. We will do this by creating the space for creative problem-solving and by 
championing leadership models with teacher leaders at the center. We will continue to amplify 
teacher leaders’ knowledge and skills to help them create the schools/systems where they can 
do their best work for students. 

In addition, we will promote teacher leadership within the district, across the state and at the 
national level. We intend to work with other professional development providers working to align 
teacher leadership efforts across the state. Finally, we expect to explore partnerships with 
national organizations such as Teach Plus, National Center for Teaching Quality and 4.0 
schools to further promote teacher leadership in Nevada. 

f. Optional – Supporting Materials (See Appendix) 

III. Budget Summary 
a. Narrative Overview of Use of GTL Funds Awarded 

In summary, the Great Teaching and Leading Funds (GTLF) awarded were utilized in three 
program cost areas: 1) Salaries for Teacher Leader Academy (TLA) staff, 2) Purchased 
Professional Services to pay honoraria for Teacher Leader Academy Faculty and 3) Books and 
Periodicals, which were pre-read assignments for select course sessions as well as leadership 
simulations. 

b. Brief Description of Expenditure Categories and Description 
Expenditure Category Description 

100 – Salaries Funded percentage of Teacher Leader Academy 
staff salaries 

300 – Purchased Professional Services Funded honoraria for Teacher Leader Academy 
faculty 

600 – Books and Periodicals Funded pre-read books for select course sessions 
as well as leadership simulations 

c. Awarded Funds vs. Unexpended Funds, Including Narrative of All 
Unexpended Funds 

All GTLF funds awarded for the Teacher Leader Academy were expended. 
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Appendix 
Teacher Leader Academy Course Content – Cohort 4 

October 2-4, 2018 
Course 1 – Teachers Driving Change 
Instructor – Alex Kajitani (State Teacher of the Year) 
Outcomes – Defining teacher engagement 

Utilizing the world beyond your classroom 
Influencing colleagues and administrators 
Stretching the use of community impact 

November 13-15, 2018 
Course 2 – The Cage-Busting Teacher 
Instructor – Dr. Rick Hess (AEI, Harvard, Rice, Georgetown, Penn, Virginia) 
Outcomes – Creating schools where teachers can create schools to do their best work 

Mobilizing teacher authority grounded in expertise and professional responsibility 
Learning to negotiate in both school systems and the larger currents of policy 

December 4-6, 2018 
Course 3 – Engaging Communities Beyond the Classroom Walls 
Instructor – Dr. Beverly Mathis, PEF VP of Literacy and Family Engagement 
Outcomes – Utilizing parents, communities, and partnerships 

Working with non-profits and other stakeholders to build bridges to the classroom 
Creating opportunities through the mobilization of stakeholders 

January 15-17, 2019
Course 4 – Policy and Teachers 
Instructor – Paul Toner (Executive Director, Teach Plus) 
Outcomes – Understanding policy context and policy makers 

Influencing policy and using voice effectively 
Examining the role of unions in the context of policy 

February 19-21, 2019
Course 5 – Collective Leadership: Teacher Leadership from a Critical and Critical Lens 
Instructor – Jose Vilson (NNSTOY, CTQ) 
Outcomes – Develop plans and narrative for teacher leadership 

How to conduct crucial conversations 
Create spaces for discussion and action on practice and policy 

March 12-14, 2019 
Course 6 – Teachers as Innovators 
Instructor – Matt Candler (Founder, 4.0 Schools) 
Outcomes – Teaching and problem-solving 

Supporting teachers as innovators 
Thinking big and testing small 
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April 2-4, 2019
Course 7 – Negotiating in Schools 
Instructor – Dan McCray, J.D. (Cornell University) 
Outcomes – Why Learn to Negotiate? 

Competitive vs. Collaborative Motives, Strategies and Tactics 
Power, Negotiation and Change 

April 30 – May 2, 2019 
Course 8 – Leading Great Instruction 
Instructor – Dr. Liz City (Harvard) 
Outcomes – Influencing quality instruction beyond the classroom 

Utilizing data to improve learning for students 
Improving the quality of PD, PLCs and meetings 

May 14-16, 2019
Course 9 – Teaching and Leading 
Instructor – Maddie Fennell (State Teacher of the Year/Exec Director Nebraska State 
Education Association) 
Outcomes – Dealing with change and challenges 

Conceptualizing a strategy for change 
Earning administrator support 
Being a change agent - without alienating your peers 

May 17, 2019 – TLA Completion Ceremony 

August 20-21, 2019 – Bringing It All Together 
Instructor – Dr. Rick Hess (AEI, Harvard, Rice, Georgetown, Penn, Virginia) 
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Sample Capstone Paper Abstracts 
Cohort 4 

The Art of Mentoring Teachers New to the Education Field 
and Veteran Teachers New to a School Site 

Marci Lanahan, Sherry Smith, Terri Romaniello, and Tara Marie Suciu 

This team examined the issues of teacher turnover, retention, and transfers. To address this, 
the team proposed a focused mentoring program within schools that would complement the 
district’s onboarding program and connect new and veteran teachers in mentoring relationships 
and support. 

Chronic Absenteeism 
Katie Benton, Tanya Fernando, Jamie Walport 

This team explored reducing chronic absenteeism at the elementary- and middle-school levels. 
To address this, the team proposed the creation of a suite of options, such as monitoring logs 
and student attendance celebrations, that site-based personnel could implement based on 
individual schools’ and students’ needs. 

Creating a Safe and Sober Learning Environment
Angela Davis, Edward Davis, Jason Johnston and Lloyd Goldberg 

This team explored the growing dilemma of drug and alcohol usage on secondary school 
campuses, and how that use can affect the overall working and learning conditions of the school 
community. To address this, the team proposed measures to prevent the presence of illicit 
materials on campus, disciplinary steps if students are found to have contraband, and action 
steps to eliminate the rate of recidivism for addictive actions. 

Teacher Voice & Choice in Site-Based Collaboration Time 
Teri Mann, Heather Synold, and Alissa Ward 

This team explored how site-based collaboration time can be maximized for teachers’ and 
ultimately students’ benefit. To address this, the time proposed identifying and training teacher 
SBCT facilitators, using technology to reach more educators, and having site-specific SBCT 
teams who can incorporate teachers’ ideas and needs into SBCT meetings. 
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